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• Public vs. Private:
•
• Whenever you write the modifier public 

before either an attribute or behavior, it 
means that that attribute is accessible from a 
different class or instance.

•
• In other words, you can create an instances 

of the type, and then refer to the attribute or 
behavior via the . operator



public class Person {
    public String name;
    public int weight;
    
    public void introduceSelf() {
         System.out.println(“Hi. I'm ” + name);
    }

}



Now, somewhere else in your program 
(probably in a different file), you could have:

Person p = new Person();
p.name = “Dan”;

p.introduceSelf();



Now, somewhere else in your program 
(probably in a different file), you could have:

Person p = new Person(); /*create instance of 
person. Since a Person has to store both a 
String and an int, it will create a String and 
int variable corresponding to the new object 
*/

p.name = “Dan”;

p.introduceSelf();



Now, somewhere else in your program 
(probably in a different file), you could have:

Person p = new Person();
p.name = “Dan”; /*p now refers to a specific 

Person which has a name and a weight. This 
says get the name associated with p and set it 
equal to Dan */ 

p.introduceSelf();



Now, somewhere else in your program 
(probably in a different file), you could have:

Person p = new Person();
p.name = “Dan”;

p.introduceSelf(); /*Since p is a person, it has 
a behaviour called introduceSelf() This calls 
the method introduceSelf with the object p---
meaning that inside introduceSelf() name 
will equal p's name and weight will equal p's 
weight */



• Public vs. Private:
•
• If an attribute or behavior is private then we 

can only use if from the specific instance of 
the class. (Note: if you don't write anything 
then private is the default)



public class Person {
    public String name;
    int weight;
    
    public void introduceSelf() {
         System.out.println(“Hi. I'm ” + name);
    }

}



Now, somewhere else in your program 
(probably in a different file), you could have:

Person p = new Person();
p.name = “Dan”;

p.introduceSelf();
System.out.println(p.name + “'s weight is” + 

p.weight);



Now, somewhere else in your program 
(probably in a different file), you could have:

Person p = new Person();
p.name = “Dan”;

p.introduceSelf();
System.out.println(p.name + “'s weight is” + 

p.weight); /*ERROR! weight is a private 
field */



It is usually a good idea to make all your 
instance variables private rather than public 
(We'll talk about why later this class)

However, many times we need to get and set 
the values of these variables. To do this, we 
will write (usually) very short methods 
which are known as getters and setters



A getter is a behavior (i.e. method) of a class 
which simply gets a specific value and 
returns it. For example:

public class Person {
    public String name;
    int weight;
    
    public int getWeight(){
         return weight;
    }
}



Now, somewhere else in your program 
(probably in a different file), you could have:

Person p = new Person();
p.name = “Dan”;

p.introduceSelf();
System.out.println(p.name + “'s weight is” + 

p.getWeight());



A setter is a behavior (i.e. method) of a class 
which takes as input a new value and sets an 
instance variable to it. For example:

public class Person {
    public String name;
    int weight;
    
    public void setWeight(int newValue){
         weight = newValue;
    }
}



Now, somewhere else in your program 
(probably in a different file), you could have:

Person p = new Person();
p.name = “Dan”;

p.introduceSelf();
System.out.println(p.name + “'s weight is” + 

p.getWeight());
p.setWeight(5000); /*now I need to diet :( */



So what is the point of making it private if we 
then have these getters and setters anyway?



Mainly organization and encapsulation

1)If later on we decide to be more restrictive, 
we can do so more easily:

public int getWeight() {
    if (weight > 100) {
          return 100;
     }
     return weight;
}



Mainly organization and encapsulation

1)Everything in our class is nicely contained 
now. 

Suppose I have a program with 25 .java files in 
it. If I make my variable public and its value 
isn't what I would expect, I have to go 
through 25 files and figure out where I set it 
incorrectly.

Now though, I know for sure where it is set. It 
would be easier to add a print statement at 
that point.



Example: Suppose I knew that weight was 
getting set to a value of 200 when I know it 
shouldn't be

public void setWeight(int newWeight) {
    if (newWeight > 200) {
          /*print some values here*/
     }
}



• Constructors:
•
• In Java, there is one special type of method 

called a constructor.
•
• A constructor is called exactly one time for 

every object you create with the new 
keyword.

•
• There is a default constructor for each object 

you create. You can also write your own.



• public class Person {
•     String name = “Dan”;
•     int weight;
•      public Person() {
•             weight = ??
•       }
• }
•
• Interesting things to notice:
•   1)Name is the same as the class
•   2) No return type!



• Constructors:
•
• The main use of a constructor is to initialize 

the attributes that are part of the object.
•
• In the previous case, want to make sure that 

every Person has a weight, so we initialize it.



• Constructors with arguments:
•
• You can also create constructors with 

arguments. For example:
•
• public class Person {
•     String name;
•      int weight = 0;
•      boolean isMale;
•      public Person(String theName, boolean isBoy) {
•            name = theName;
•            isMale = isBoy;
•     }}



• Constructors with arguments:
•
• Now to use this constructor, you add the 

arguments right after the new keyword.
•
• Person p = new Person(“Darcy Tucker”, false);



The this keyword.

In Java, when you write this inside 
of a class, it means accessing the 
object on which the behavior was 
called.

This is the default behavior if you 
omit the word this



A getter is a behavior (i.e. method) of a class 
which simply gets a specific value and 
returns it. For example:

public class Person {
    public String name;
    int weight;
    
    public int getWeight(){
         return this.weight;
    }
}



Static vs non-static

A behavior/method or attribute is non-static if it 
requires an object to operate on. In other words, 
you use it by first creating an object, and then 
using the dot operator on an object

i.e. Person p = new Person(“Foo”, true);
p.introduceSelf();



Static vs non-static

A behavior/method or attribute is static if it requires 
a type to operate on. In other words, you use it by 
writing the name of a type and then the name of 
the attribute/behavior. Because of this nature, 
there is exactly one of these per type.

i.e. Math.sqrt(4);

We don't first create a Math object. Math is the type



Calling non-static things from a static context.

An error we see sometimes relates to calling 
non-static objects from a static context. 

If I have a method or property that is not static, 
then I MUST create an object first and then 
call it on that object.



Calling static things from a non-static context:

Similarly, if I have a static 
attribute or behavior, then I must 
call it using the name of the type.



In either case, if I make the call in the same instance 
of the same class, then I can omit this.

i.e. inside the class Person, I can 
just write “name” not “this.name”



Quiz summary:

-generally good
-no programming question on the quiz 

(midterm will have one)



-Boolean expression vs. Java code
-Comparing chars
-Infinite loops are logical errors (I did not take
off points for this as there was ambiguity)
-Order of operations in appending chars
-Input arguments to methods
-Comparing two String variables with == will 
        compile (just may be a logical error)



Errors example (Dan will go over this 
from the pdf directly)



False positive errors: (i.e. things that 
aren't actually errors)

 - To print an escape sequence (e.g. a tab), you 
must put it into either “\t” or '\t' 

-if statements without { } are allowed 1 statement
     not 1 line.
-  The method isPrime does sometimes return 

false. Remember that when we write return ___
          inside a method, we immediately exit the
         method as well.



public static double abs1(double x) {
    if (x < 0 ) return -x;
    else return x;
}

is the same as

public static double abs2(double x) {
   if (x < 0) return -x;
   return x;
}


